Due to new available Licensed Programs, these additional terms #1 supplement the Offering Specific Terms for 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN Release DG 2018x, Release PB 2018x and Release DGMKT 2018x Licensed Programs and are an integral part of such Offering Specific Terms. Except as expressly supplemented by these additional terms #1, all terms and conditions of the Offering Specific Terms for 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN Release DG 2018x, Release PB 2018x and Release DGMKT 2018x Licensed Programs shall remain in full force and effect.

The Offering Specific Terms for 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN Release DG 2018x, Release PB 2018x and Release DGMKT 2018x Licensed Programs together with these additional terms #1 (OST) and the terms incorporated herein by reference (including terms referenced on a website) are an integral part of the license and online services agreement between DS and Customer ("Agreement"), which refers to this OST. In the event of a discrepancy, inconsistency or contradiction between this OST and the other terms of the Agreement, the provisions of this OST shall prevail, but only with respect to the Licensed Programs to which this OST applies. Customer acknowledges that it has full knowledge of all the terms of this OST and those incorporated herein by reference.

2. LICENSING SCHEMES AND GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

2.2. SPECIFIC PROVISIONS FOR CERTAIN DS OFFERINGS

For 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN DStellar Offline Render Token Package (10) (6TB-DRF-10) and 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN DStellar Online + Offline Render Token Package (25) (6TB-DRZ-25) Licensed Programs granted under Token Based licensing scheme, each token enables the distribution of DStellar jobs on one (1) Node.

The 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN DStellar Offline Render Token Package (10) (6TB-DRF-10) Licensed Program provides ten (10) tokens. This Licensed Program is for exclusive use with 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN Stage (6CP-DMS) and/or 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN Stage (Machine Based) (6CP-DMS-N) Licensed Programs.

The 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN DStellar Online + Offline Render Token Package (25) (6TB-DRZ-25) Licensed Program provides twenty-five (25) tokens. This Licensed Program is for exclusive use with 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN (6CP-DTG) and/or 3DEXCITE DELTAGEN (Machine Based) (6MP-DTG-N) Licensed Programs.

5. DEFINITIONS

Node is one (1) computing machine where one (1) operating system is running, in which one (1) DStellar rendering client software is installed to execute central processing unit (CPU) based rendering.